CAVITY VENT AT LINTEL (04810)
3" BOARD INSULATION (07212)
MASONRY FLASHING (04810)
FACING BRICK VENEER – SEE ELEVS FOR SOLDIER COARSING (04810)
WEEP VENTS (04810)
STEEL LINTEL – SEE STRUCTURAL

¾" X 4" STEEL BAR – WELD FLUSH TO LINTEL – GRIND WELD SMOOTH AND FLUSH

8" CMU (04810)
BOND BEAM LINTEL – SEE STRUCTURAL
PT BLOCKING (06114)
BACKER ROD AND SEALANT AT SHIM SPACE, BOTH SIDES (07900)
HM FRAME (08110)
MASONRY VENEER
ANCHOR W/ SEISMIC
CLIP & ROD WITHIN 8”
OF OPENINGS (04810)

FACING BRICK VENEER
(04810)

BULLNOSE CMU
@ JAMBS

3” BOARD
INSULATION
(07620)

CMU
HARDWARE CLOTH
16” oc

DOOR FRAME ANCHOR

SEALANT
EACH SIDE

HM FRAME